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1. Introduction
The purpose of this report is to present the new services, which are and will be developed by the
existing competence centres (Austria, Germany, Sweden, Spain and the Netherlands) thanks to the
Procure2Innovate Project. In the deliverable 4.1. Service Development Plan, the existing competence
centres thought about which services in their portfolio could be developed further or which services
can be implemented, coping services other competence centres already offer. The service testing
started in spring 2019 and it is still ongoing. In some cases, the service testing is not finished yet, as
adaption and approval stages are necessary. In other cases, ideas of services were developed
together and these ideas still need to be put in a concept or organised.
In the next chapters, the individual countries explain their new services and their lessons learned on
offering them the first time to public procurers.

2. Austria
Thanks to the Procure2Innovate project, the PPPI Service Centre in Austria takes the opportunity to
develop services with an international focus. Several steps to reach this goal were already taken or
are ongoing at the moment.
The Procure2Innovate project helps developing new services with an international focus in the
following ways: On the one hand, there is the possibility to shadow services that are already in place
in other countries, and on the other hand, new ideas are developed together that form a completely
new service. At the start of 2019, all services from the PPPI Service Centre were discussed internally
during a team meeting. The Austrian service development plan featured all services that could be
improved or developed through a contribution of the expertise within the Procure2Innovate project
network. The following chapters list all services that were developed or will be developed thanks to the
project.
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2.1. Innovation platform
Three of our new services for Austrian public procurers are linked to our Innovation Platform
www.ioeb-innovationsplattform.at . The platform has the goal to serve as a brokerage tool between
public procurers and innovative suppliers. Public procurers use the platform to conduct market
research; companies can present their products and services. One of our main services for which we
use the innovation platform is the format of open innovation challenges. These challenges serve as a
market consultation tool before starting a tender procedure. The following graphic shows the steps of
the open innovation challenges.

As transparency is one of the most important criteria in a tender procedure, all steps (output included)
are shown online on our innovation platform.

2.1.1. Open innovation challenges in English
The first new service regarding the platform is a translated English version of these open innovation
challenges. One reason why we decided to develop this service further was that project partners in the
network offer similar services. Therefore, our project partners help us to address more companies on
a European level. That means they contribute to help to solve the public procurers need. The other
reason was that we could add new distribution channels to advertise our challenges. Having
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presented the idea to our pilot group of public procurers, they were very enthusiastic about it. Thanks
to the Procure2Innovate network, we were able to spread the call for ideas throughout Europe.
Just to give an idea where our challenges were published on a European level (these are the channels
we are aware of):


All Procure2Innovate partners looked for companies that could have had a solution in their
own countries



On the Procure2Innovate website



On the Innovation Procurement Platform



Social Media (e.g.Twitter)



https://community-smei.easme-web.eu/



KOINNO Newsletter

Lessons learned and implementation:
Our pilot group of public procurers supported the idea to offer the challenge in English – although the
language barrier and the understanding of the Austrian system make advancing the process difficult.
Furthermore, it needs more time to prepare the challenge in two languages (translations are needed).
The new service was successful as we had several European solutions handed in (e.g. from the
Netherlands, Spain, Germany), which we might not have had without the help of the project.
Furthermore, we noticed that it is also a service for the other competence centres. They can use it in
their service range especially for suppliers. In addition, they have a new channel where innovative
public procurers can see best practice examples and innovative companies can hand in solution for
innovation procurement. In this way, BBG and the Procure2Innovate project might be able to find
cases for cross-border procurement.

We will continue with that service, always under the precondition that the challenge sponsor agrees to
do it also in English.

2.1.2. News & Events
Another service we offer on the innovation platform is the News & Events sections. We also share the
link with the Procure2Innovate website. The new service is that we started to advertise international
events, trainings etc. Furthermore, we invite all the project partners to publish their international events
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on this page. Project Partners offer events/ trainings or similar activities that are interesting for the
Austrian public procurers. Additionally, opening the website to an international audience might also
increase the traffic on our innovation platform in order to get more awareness and more innovative
solutions for our challenges or for our market place innovation.

Lessons learned and implementation:
It is an easy way to inform public procurers about international events. The organising institutions
themselves can upload the events. The PPPI Service Centre will then just check the event and put it
online, if all the relevant information is included. We just need to raise the awareness that all events
regarding public procurement of innovation can be posted that page.

We will keep that new section in our portfolio and invite all the project partners and multipliers to share
their events on public procurement of innovation.

2.1.3. Licensing the platform
The third new service regarding our innovation platform is the possibility to license it. As the new
Competence Centre in Portugal is very interested in licencing the platform, we started this discussion
within our competence centre and the public procurement agency. This procedure is still ongoing.
Several steps still have to be made and clarified (testing an international challenge in the real
environment, legal aspects as ministries are involved).

2.2. Promoting Calls from the European Commission
Comparing the services from the other competence centres, we recognised that some are very
successful in using calls and other projects from the European Commission. As the funding and the
political background is different, we adapted the service in the following way. In the course of the
internationalisation of the PPPI Service Centre, we started to look at calls and other projects more
closely in order to see which calls can help public procurers to do innovation procurement. After
having done this research, we promoted more intensely different calls and projects from the European
Commission.
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2.2.1. EAFIP Call
One of these calls was the eafip call. Our open innovation challenge with the Austrian Patent Office fit
perfectly into the requirements of the call. The challenge had a clear ICT focus. We informed and
supported the Austrian Patent Office at filling in the form. We are very happy to announce that the
Austrian Patent Office was one of the winners of the eafip call 2019.

Lessons Learned and implementation:
It is very important to inform the public procurers about the possibility of these calls and projects.
Furthermore, support in filling in the forms and a reminder of the deadlines by the PPPI Service Centre
were very well received. This service is important, because participating in calls and funding
opportunities are always seen as very complicated and time consuming by the public procurers.

We are very eager to continue that support in the future as this can be a very good add-on service for
our public procurers.

2.3. Materials
Regarding the materials, we mentioned in our service development plan, we could accomplish the
following steps.


From the Swedish and the German project partners we were informed that the videos they do
and put on their website receive very good feedback and the clicking rate is higher than on other
articles. We got very good information how to do this kind of video, how much work it might be,
and cost estimations. Of course, we also took the opportunity to shoot an English video during
our project partner meeting in Lisbon, thanks to our Portuguese project partner ANI. Here is the
link to the video: https://procure2innovate.eu/austria/
Having the useful information from the project partners and the opportunity to shoot a video
ourselves in Lisbon, the PPPI Service Centre decided to do a German version in the 2020.
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For our Project-Database on public procurement of innovation, we will start to look for and
include international Best Practice examples in the year 2020.



The existing competence centres together create a list of topics, they are interested in, for
developing further services or expertise. The first step is to discover, which documents are
already available in other competence centres and which topics are new of interest. Secondly,
if there is the interest to translate some of them into English. This task is also important for the
new competence centres. It might be a very useful task for them to see which topics/ services
the existing competence centres already cover. Furthermore, they could use the documents.
This task is ongoing at the moment.

2.4. Other ongoing service testing
There are several other services, which we try to establish with other project partners. These services
are still in the discussion/ planning or testing phase and are not finalised yet.

2.4.1. Excursions/ Study visits
Thanks to the SMART study, which the EC conducted, we started the idea with PIANOo, the
competence centre in the Netherlands, to organise a study visit to Vienna. This excursion is planned to
take place in spring 2020.
Germany also plans to organise a trip with public procurers to Ireland. Austrian public procurers have
the possibility to join in.

2.4.2. Testing environments
Another important topic for the improvement of the services of the PPPI Service Centre is to build up
knowledge on how testing environments for innovative solutions can be established. The PPPI Service
Centre is right now evaluating the situation in Austria and in the other countries of the existing
competence centres. Sweden is doing a similar study regarding testing beds. We are already very
interested about the Swedish outcome.
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3. Germany
The German Competence Centre for innovation procurement KOINNO is a consortium of different
organizations. The services offered are divided into two main areas of activities. While BME offers a
range of services for the development of innovation procurement in the organizational structures of
public institutions in Germany, ZENIT assists in finding European funding for the purchase of innovative
products and solutions. Both approaches will be described separately in the following.

3.1 BME
3.1.1 Which service from the development plan was tested?
KOINNO Certification Programme
The KOINNO certification allows public procurers to be officially certified as an innovative contracting
authority in a three-step program. The certificate for innovation-oriented procurement departments is
unbureaucratic, impartial and scientifically verified. The programme addresses public institutions of all
levels (federal- and regional authorities, cities, municipalities, police, fire brigade, municipal utilities,
universities, hospitals, etc.). The certificate is an official label for the activities in the area of innovative
public procurement and a neutral validation of the procurement office and award bodies concerning
innovational orientation.
This new KOINNO service is very interesting for other competence centres in Procure2Innovate. Due
to the standardised programme, it is easy to implement in other competence centres. All individual
results of the certification steps can be compared on both national and international level. If other
competence centres are planning to integrate consulting services such as KOINNO’s certification
programme, the results of our service may prove useful for a first indication as to which consultation is
needed by the customers.
The three certification steps:
1. Step Bronze


Qualified label for the strategic objective and respective implementation in your
procurement office
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Certification: Certificate for the procurement department regarding their strength of innovation and
success factors
Approach: Submission of an online survey, controlled and standardized by the procurement and
award bodies
Review: If you pass your self-evaluation, you will obtain the Bronze Certificate. Additionally, all
participants receive personalised recommendations for their further development in the area of
innovative procurement.
Time required: no more than 45 minutes

2. Step Silver


Qualified label of a specific procurement project

Certification: Certificate for a finished project in innovative public procurement
Approach: Submission of a Best Practice using our online template
Review: After the submission of the Best Practice, we will review your project. After having passed our
short examination, you will receive the Silver Certificate and your Best Practice will be published on
the KOINNO website.
Time required: no more than four hours

3. Step Gold


Label for the procurement department and contracting authority after an innovation audit
on site

Certification: Analysis and validation of the innovative capacity of the procurement body
Approach: Performing an audit with employees and those responsible for procurement on site as well
as a short workshop to develop additional potential for optimisation
Review: After successfully passing the audit, you will receive the Gold Certificate
Time required: one day

Conclusion:
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Prior to the official Go-Live of the certification, a pilot phase was conducted in which all three stages
were tested with three pilot companies. So a few adjustments and optimizations could be made before
the marketing started. So far, 15 companies have participated in the certification programme.
Certification has been piloted with the following public authorities:


National Weather Service, Offenbach (Germany)



IWB Industrielle Werke, Basel (Switzerland)



Institute for Federal Real Estate, Bonn (Germany)

Based on the feedback from the pilots small adjustments were made to the final service, which is now
up and running.

3.1.2 Further services under development
In July 2019 thanks to the Procure2Innovate project, we performed a Design Thinking Workshop with
the goal to develop new offers and services for public procurement departments. With the support of
the Design Thinking agency, we have done interviews not only with users who are already acquainted
with KOINNO but also with those who have never heard of it before. On the basis of these interviews,
we have named three personas, each with different characteristics and needs.
In our first workshop in October, we have picked two personas and followed the next steps of the Design
Thinking process to develop additional services for these personas and to figure out how exactly we can
tailor them to their needs.
As a result, two new services have been drafted:
“KOINNO Shadowing”
o

The goal of shadowing is to build a network of procurers who offer support for the work
of other procurers

o

The network of shadows is selected and set up through short applications. The
application form can be downloaded online on the KOINNO website, and all given
information on the subject of “area of expertise” and “Motivation to become a shadow”
will be evaluated and discussed in a following phone call.

o

As of now, the offer should include the following benefits: A procurer needs help or an
assessment on his work. For example, they are unsure whether a tendering process
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has been carried out correctly, or they just need someone to look over their shoulder
and give advice.
o

In the future, procurers should be able to turn to KOINNO and benefit from its network
of procurers throughout Germany and get a sparring partner (a “shadow”) suitable for
their field of expertise. When assigning a shadow, KOINNO will ensure that the
requester and the shadow are not too far away from each other so that a meeting can
be made possible without too much expense.

o

Before being allocated, the potential shadows will be asked if they are currently
available to make sure that the procurer receives the support they need in time.

o

Afterwards, KOINNO evaluates the cooperation between the requester and the shadow
to find out whether the shadowing has been helpful and beneficial. Also, this will help
securing

the

process

for

future

shadowings

(quality

assurance).

Inhouse regional event
o

The aim of the inhouse regional event is to build a network of procurers from one region
in internal workshops. Here, a platform will be created where procurers can exchange
ideas about projects and benefit from the knowledge and experience of others.

o

Very often, procurement does not receive much recognition from companies, public
authorities or institutions, which is why these regional events should increase the
confidence of procurers to carry out their achievements to the public and to "advertise"
themselves and their department.

o

A specific strategy to implement this service will be developed in a third Design Thinking
process.

These two services were tested because they were the two most viable ideas generated during the
team workshop.
Inspired by the P2I partner meeting in Vienna in Nov 2018 KOINNO has started to plan future services
using the Design Thinking method, which has proven to be the most customer-oriented workshop
method to date. The above described services “KOINNO Shadowing” and “Inhouse regional event” are
the outcome and thereby a direct result from the Procure2Innovate project. Furthermore, KOINNO has
started to present its services and activities on an international level, communicating the importance of
innovative procurement even outside the EU. As a reference: In 2019, KOINNO has informed members
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of a South Korean as well as a South African delegation about how the promotion of innovation can be
made possible in procurement activities in the public sector. The underlying concept of
Procure2Innovate was part of the following discussions.
We translated also services into English.
Lessons Learnt and implementation
We have learned to empathize with our target group and to develop targeted services, which make
public procurers more independent of the team of KOINNO in their daily work.
Although we already offer a consultancy-oriented service, shadowing is more for larger projects or
restructurings and less for short-term support for a procurement problem.

We have not implemented the services yet. In our second Design Thinking Workshop, we refined the
concepts we had come up with in our first meeting and only started to consider a specific implementation
strategy for the shadowing service, including important details such as: "How do we build the shadow
network?“.
In a third workshop, the same process of developing a strategy will be discussed for the “Inhouse
regional event”. Then, a specific implementation of the two services will follow.
KOINNO has started to plan future services using the Design Thinking method, which has proven to be
the most customer-oriented workshop method to date.

3.2 ZENIT
ZENIT – Centre for Innovation and Technology in North-Rhine Westphalia is specialized in offering
funding and financing services for innovation projects. Financing sources might come from regional,
national or European funding instruments. In Germany ZENIT is named as the first EU Contact Point
for Innovation Procurement in Europe by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
(BMWi). The aim is to foster the participation of public institutions in PCP and PPI calls published by the
European Commission, mainly for the ICT related calls in Horizon 2020. This is a service, which is of
interest for all partners in the P2I project and gives good opportunities for networking because each
Horizon 2020 project needs international partners.
ZENIT shares its knowhow on the use of public financing sources for innovation.
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In P2I ZENIT does so in particular by offering workshops on the existing European funding instruments
as well as the process of establishing an EU Contact Point for Public Procurement of Innovation.
The aim is to first train the P2I partners so they can in turn spread the knowledge about innovation
procurement. As ZENIT acts as complementary buddy, ZENIT can offer the workshops to all the project
partners as well as the national audience the competence centers consider to be relevant to include.
So far, three workshops have been conducted, i.e. in Lisbon (Portugal), Dublin (Ireland) and Athens
(Greece) with altogether more than 300 participants.
As these workshops show there is great interest in this type of service to be offered by a competence
center. Some of the partners are considering to set up similar structures and models at their own
facilities.
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4. Sweden
The purpose of this report is to present the development of new services at the National Agency of
Public Procurement as part of the Swedish competence centre in Procure2Innovate.

During this year, two new services in the form of web texts are being developed. The first text is on the
legal aspects of market dialogue, which is a complement to existing material on the web site regarding
market dialogue or early dialogue. The second text is on different aspects of testing used in innovation
procurement.

The two services are developed by the National Agency of Public Procurement in accordance with the
agency's product development process.

When the agency is about to develop new support material on innovation procurement, we usually
consult our Advisory group on dialogue and innovation. The advisory group consists of procurement
officers and purchasing managers from municipalities, regions and central authorities, as well as
representatives from Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions, the Confederation of
Swedish Enterprise, the Employers’ Organisation for the Swedish Service Sector and the Swedish
Enterprise, and Företagarna – the business organisation for SME’s.
The two developed services will be tested by members of the agency’s Advisory group on dialogue
and innovation procurement. In addition to this, a selection of employees at the National Procurement
Services at Kammarkollegiet and the purchasers at the National Agency for Public Procurement will
participate in the testing.

4.1 Service no 1: Legal support for transparency in early
dialogue
4.1.1 Introduction on the need for producing this material
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The procurement directives explicitly state that it is allowed for a contracting authority to conduct a
market dialogue prior to a procurement with the aim of preparing the procurement through informing
suppliers of the upcoming procurement. Through dialogue with potential suppliers and other market
participants, contracting authorities get a better idea of what solutions exists or can be developed.

Since 2016, the agency has developed a comprehensive support material on early dialogue:
https://www.upphandlingsmyndigheten.se/omraden/dialog-och-innovation/dialog/exempeldialog/ The material includes the following: instructing material on request for information, dialogue
meetings and external referral, brochures on myths of early dialogue, and several inspirational written
examples and films of procurements where early dialogue has been used.

Nevertheless, many contracting authorities as well as suppliers experience some uncertainty about
what is allowed to discuss in an early dialogue. This has become evident at various lectures and
workshops as well as when the National Agency for Public Procurement has done target group
analysis using service design.

4.1.2 Development of the new service
A text for the web was written during 2019. After the test of the material and the collection of
comments, the text will undergo a legal review and proof reading in accordance with the agency's
product development process. Finally, the text will be published on the web site at the beginning of
2020: https://www.upphandlingsmyndigheten.se/omraden/dialog-och-innovation/dialog/.

4.2 Service no 2: Testing used in innovation procurement
4.2.1 Workshop for selection of services
At the meeting with the Advisory group on 25 October 2018, the agency conducted a workshop on
what kind of services to develop during 2019. The aim was to get inspiration from services developed
by other established competence centres in Procure2Innovate as well as services developed by other
countries and regions in Sweden.
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The following existing services were presented to the group:


The innovation bag from PIANOo, the Netherlands



The innovation marketplace, BBG, Austria



Scenario descriptions, Innovation Skåne



Value and impact logic for an innovation procurement project, Innovation Skåne



Process model for innovation procurement, Difi and Leverandørutviklingsprogrammet, Norway



Process model for innovation procurement, INNOBA, Denmark

The group was also asked to add other services, and they saw the need of developing additional
examples of how different organisations have carried out innovation procurements. Such examples
already exist at the website of the National Agency of Public Procurement, but one idea is also to
showcase how innovation procurements are carried out in other countries.

During the workshop the group was asked to prioritise the services and the following was presented:
(The number of votes in brackets.)


Innovation coaches and test beds that can help companies pitch their ideas to the public
sector (6)



International conference presenting actual cases and best practices (5)



The innovation bag (4)



Innovation database / Challenge platform (3)



Process Support Model (0)

Conclusion: After the meeting, the agency concluded that the services possible to develop during
2019 were web texts on test beds and the part in the innovation bag concerning testing in innovation
procurement, since the other parts of the innovation bag are already existing services at the agency.

4.2.2 Workshop for gathering aspects of testing
Testing is used in various different phases and aspects of innovation procurement. At the meeting with
the Advisory group on 3 October 2019, the group was asked to elaborate on different ways to use test
beds, test sites and test environments. The agency wanted to know more about how testing is used
and can be used in procurements.
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The group generated ideas and had discussions about how tests are used today in procurements and
what opportunities may exist in the future. The group came up with the following:


Product samples, such as gloves



Work samples, such as writers



Taste tests, such as coffee



Pilots - small scale tests



User groups / evaluation groups



Initiative of companies - development management



Project competitions



Tender presentation - interviews



Verification and assessment



Mock-up - showing a specific solution in a real environment



Putting up a test set in a real environment



Flow charts for the health services



Study visits



Offer data test site - constructed site



Prior to procurement - interactive exhibition where the supplier participates in real environment



In procurement - under evaluation to practically test and assess



Standardized reference opinion - evaluated tested prototype in own test bed



Provide open data and surfaces



Test bed Sweden



Test and demonstration environment / activities



Innovation platforms



Non-technical test beds, for example classrooms



Open data in social outcome contracts

The group concluded that testing can be used in the first zone of the strategic purchasing model: when
you prepare the procurement, in the second zone during procurement as part of evaluation, before
you award the contract, and in the third zone before implementation, as part of the purchase.
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Moreover, the group discussed whether the Swedish test beds (coordinated by Vinnova) are usually
used in procurements. One example is the innovation clinic in Region Västerbotten that is used in
procurements, but the group concluded that test beds are probably used to a limited extent in the
procurement context.

Conclusion: The agency concluded that there is a need for a general web text on how to use testing
and test beds in innovation procurement when considering the strategic considerations in innovation
procurement. Moreover, there is a need to develop support material together with Vinnova on how to
use the Swedish test beds in procurements. However, the part concerning testing as a part of
evaluating the tenders is described in the material on functional requirements that was launched at the
beginning of 2019, and there is no need of developing this part further.

4.2.3 Development of new services
4.2.3.1 General web text on testing and test beds
At the web page of the Agency, there is a step-by-step instruction of how to implement innovation
procurement: https://www.upphandlingsmyndigheten.se/omraden/dialog-och-innovation/innovation-iupphandling/innovationsupphandling-steg-for-steg/.
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In the different steps, there are tips and advice on what to think of and consider when procuring new
solutions. This instruction will be supplemented with information on testing in innovation procurement.

4.2.3.2 Information on how to use test beds in procurements
Vinnova is responsible for a national coordinating function to strengthen test and demonstration
activities in Sweden. One way of doing this is to promote test beds. Test beds are physical or virtual
environments where companies, universities and other organisations can collaborate in the
development, testing and introduction of new products, services, processes or organisational solutions
in selected areas.

Vinnova has compiled a list of more than 100 test beds in Sweden that are open to test ideas and
prototypes: https://www.vinnova.se/m/testbadd-sverige/landets-testbaddar/.

The agency will produce a material on the web site on how to use existing test beds in the
procurement process.

4.3. Which service from the development plan was tested?
4.3.1 Why and how did you test this service?
The reason for testing these services is that there is no information on our web about the two areas.
Moreover, we often test our web texts and ask selected stakeholders to submit their comments if they
find the texts useful and if the texts provide them with additional working tools to develop their work.
Both services were mentioned in the development plan.

The testing of the written material will be done during December 2019 to January 2020. The group will
be asked to answer the following questions:


Is the material useful to you in your role as procurement officer?



Do you think you or your colleagues will use the material?



Do you think that you will distribute the material to others when it is published?
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Are there any aspects in the material that needs to be developed?



Do you have any comments on details in the attached material?

4.3.2 Do other competence centres offer a similar service?
Yes, PIANOo and IÖB offers information on testing in innovation procurement on their web sites.

4.4 What were the lessons learned?
4.4.1 Service no 1: Legal support for transparency in early dialogue
Information will be provided after the testing.

4.4.2 Service no 2: Testing used in innovation procurement
Information will be provided after the testing.

4.5 Is it implemented or not, why?
No, the texts will be published on the agency’s web site at the beginning of 2020.
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5. Spain
5.1 Service description
5.1.1 Pre-commercial Procurement Initiative
The Centre for the Development of Industrial Technology (hereinafter, CDTI) has launched an initiative
to promote innovation procurement in the pre-commercial procurement modality.
This initiative will be carried out by CDTI in collaboration with other Public Administrations, so that both
parties will jointly develop a pre-commercial contracting process for R&D services, in order to solve
public needs that cannot be solved through existing solutions in the market. Once the prototype is
developed, CDTI will assign the prototype to the public user administration so that a proper validation
phase can be carried out.
The initiative is divided into the following phases:
1) Call for ideas
2) Signing of collaboration agreement CDTI-public user
3) Preliminary Market Consultation
4) Bids specifications
5) Tendering & awarding process
6) Acquisition & Assignment

5.1.2 Current status of the initiative
CDTI started working on the Pre-commercial Procurement Initiative in March 2019. The call for ideas
was opened at the end of April 2019, and was closed at the end of May 2019. 274 ideas coming mainly
from the Industry were received.
The evaluation works were divided into two phases: eligibility and priorisation. After the screening and
evaluation works 26 ideas have been prioritised. In seven of them CDTI is now working on the signing
of the collaboration agreement with the Public Administrations.
Open market consultations will be launched before the end of 2019.
We will focus this report in phase 1, call for ideas, because it is the only one that has been fully
accomplished.
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5.1.3 Objectives
Through the development of this initiative, CDTI intends:


complement the current instruments available in Innovation Procurement in Spain



modernize and adapt the services of public administrations to current social challenges



support business innovation

5.1.4 Related initiatives in Procure2Innovate network
Due to the particularity of the initiative, typology of the agency that sets it in motion, execution deadlines,
origin of the funds used, we have not found great similarities with other services developed in the
Procure2Innovate network. However, we have exchanged information and good practices with similar
instruments / services developed in other European countries such as Holland, member of
Procure2Innovate network. CDTI has presented the CPP initiative to the rest of the Procure2Innovate
partners, through the feedback received; we have proposed changes and improvements in the
instrument.

Lessons learned:


Situation

The call for ideas was opened for a month. Although the information asked was not very extensive,
maybe there was not enough time for companies to talk with administrations in order to understand their
real needs and prepare proposals properly.


Lesson learned

It is appropriate to allow more than one month for the presentation of ideas.


Future action/implementation

In the next call for ideas, the time for submitting proposals will be one month and a half /two months.
Another possibility is to keep a mailbox always open.


Situation
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The call for ideas was oriented to ideas that came from the business / industry / technology centres and
academia. The ideas must contain an eligible public user interested in validation.


Lesson learned

It might be appropriate to launch the call for ideas with two different mailboxes, one aimed at collecting
technological ideas and another aimed at collecting the technological challenges of the administration.
Subsequently, CDTI would be responsible for performing the matching.


Future action/implementation

Independent mailboxes.


Situation

Call for ideas open to all technologies.


Lesson learned

From now on, we expect to do a previous screening job, for example with technology platforms, as
they work with end users on a daily basis and they can help us to make and specific call for ideas in
some topics.


Future action/implementation

Launch call for ideas on specific technological topics based on demand maps made by Spanish public
administrations.


Situation

Deadline for the call for ideas was 12 hours p.m. and at least ten proposals were received out of time,
as they thought the deadline was midnight.


Lesson learned

It is appropriate to set closing hours for the presentation of proposals that cannot be misunderstood.


Future action/implementation

Closing time 5 pm.
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Situation

Some entities thought this was another kind of R&D funding CDTI line.


Lesson learned

Explain clearly, in our website, social media and meetings, the new initiative.


Future action/implementation

Communication and diffusion of our initiative.


Situation

Some public users thought they were going to be paid (Human resources, engineering, use of
laboratories, etc.) during the validation process.


Lesson learned

Choose the right public user, interested only in solving a real need.


Future action/implementation

Before the call for ideas or during the screening, communicate clearly too public users what we expect
from them.


Situation

Although we thought it was clearly explained in our website, we and our colleagues from other
departments have received calls/mails from companies asking about the status of their proposals.


Lesson learned

It is important to communicate every step of the evaluation process.


Future action/implementation

Publish in our website a weekly update of the screening and evaluation process. We could also send
email to companies with the status of their proposals.
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5.2 Implementation of future actions
Future actions described in the previous point will be performed when CDTI reopens a call for ideas. It
is likely that in 2020 calls for ideas can be launch on specific topics / oriented to technological needs of
public administrations in specific Spanish regions.
All good practices that CDTI learns in the framework of the Procure2Innovate network will be
incorporated into the CPP initiative, especially in the field of communication and visibility
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6. The Netherlands
This document is revised to address two points. First, what is CC-PIANOo doing or planning to do,
thanks to the contacts inspired by them exchanging information about products and services by the
partners within the network/project. Secondly, which products or services by CC-PIANOo are
requested repeatedly for by our partners of the P2I network/project.

6.1 New products or services inspired by the project/P2I
network


Buyer networks/-groups: inspired by the initiative by partner Sweden. In the NL rose the
opportunity to provide more in-depth support to contracting authority’s. Inspired by the
buyer networks in Sweden we developed a plan to support about 13 buyer groups. We
also aim to support one ICT-related group.



COP Expedition Amsterdam-Vienna. In the field of civil engineering and construction,
Austria and The Netherlands can learn a lot of each other. Both are experienced with
innovation procurement in this field as well and exploring and apply ICT-related
applications within projects both countries can learn of. Thanks to being network partners
it is possible to make direct contacts between experience experts to exchange knowledge.
In 2020, an expedition by train will be made by a group of Dutch experts to Vienna to
exchange knowledge around state of the art projects and issues, including ICT-related
topics.



The procurement of DIGITAL INNOVATIONS is also gaining importance in the NL. Pianoo
developed a plan to provide guidance on the procurement of blockchain and AI, and to
work out a couple of best practices. Pianoo aims to share and reflect on these products
within the P2I network. Without the project, this should not have been impossible.

6.2 Existing products/services from CC-PIANOo asked for
by project partners/network:
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Step by step plans and flow sheets about procedures, such as IP and competitive dialogue
through www.inovatiekoffer.nl. This site will be incorporated within the new CC-PIANOo
website, to be launched in spring 2020.



There is also a demand for various by CC-PIANOo published best practices of integrated
innovation/sustainable/green procurement projects to be translated.

6.2.1 Learning, connecting and project support
We have executed two workshops with the RIC. The RIC is a network of innovation managers,
procurement officers, and project managers within the central government focusing on digital
innovations.
Given the importance of digital innovations for Procure2Innovate project, we have decided to actively
pursue this.
The two workshops were fairly well visited. However, it remains important to target the innovation
managers and specialists project managers to participate. Innovation procurement in their opinion
remains a topic for the procurement officers.
PIANOo supported the COP on innovation procurement for civil works. We had four meetings,
discussing various state-of-art projects such as Boekelosebrug in Province Overijssel, quay walls in
Amsterdam, Cruquiusbrug in Province North Holland and the organization implications of innovation
procurement. To further develop the COP-concept that improves the mutual learning we contracted
TNO for an advice.
We organized three interactive sessions on new topics within the scope of innovation on: 1. Defining
“launching customer”, 2. Roles for civil servants in innovation procurement and 3. How to start with
innovation procurement in a public organization. We observed this year that the main challenge for
implementing innovation procurement broadens. From solely the technical procurement aspects to
includes the organization implications and how to overcome the economic challenges that lead to
under-investment in innovation by public bodies.
In the P2I network, too, the importance of involving multiple roles besides those of the buyer is
endorsed. Based on this, among other things, we felt strongly encouraged to take this up.

6.2.2 Policy support and monitoring
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We supported the evaluation of the innovation procurement program in the Netherlands. Results will
be published in the near future. We are discussing the direction of future development of the program.
One potential approach might be the formation of buyers groups in the Netherlands, inspired by
Sweden.
Another aspect we learned from our partners within the network/project is the important integration
between PCP and PPI within the CC-PIANOo. In our case, by the new developed programme by CCPIANOo. PIANOo with the SBIR (PCP in the NL) group at RVO and the other procurement programs
in the Netherlands. Especially those working on the reduction of CO2 emissions and material use.
We are also inspired by the ambassador’s approach by Procure2Innovate network Finland.
Monitoring will be done later this year based on the self-evaluation tool. We also constructed a ranking
of contracting authorities based on the use of innovation friendly procurement procedures and
instruments.

6.2.3 Knowledge database
The PIANOo-website including innovation procurement will be redesigned. This will include new topics
related to ICT and the step-by-step guides of the innovatiekoffer.nl will be integrated. We observed
that it is beneficial for the target audience to have one digital address were all the information can be
found on innovation procurement. We also observed that the design of the website could be
modernised.

6.2.4 (international) partnerships
PIANOo will organize together with IÖB (Austrian Competence Centre), the municipality of
Amsterdam, and the Technical University Twente a knowledge exchange between practitioners for
innovation procurement of civil works and engineering. We see a growing need to share practical
knowledge in a safe environment. An environment that conferences on innovation procurement not
always can offer.
We organised together with Platform WOW a workshop and a webinar on innovation procurement. In
addition, we strengthen our ties with the Bouwagenda, RIC, the Urban Agenda on innovation
procurement and the Ministries of Defence and the Ministry of Safety and Justice. Especially in the
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construction industry, the interest on innovation procurement remains high. In defence and safety, the
interest is growing rapidly.

We matched the need for knowledge on innovation procurement in Poland (general knowledge) and
Slovakia (SMART cities) with available knowledge in the Netherlands. Project managers and contract
managers working on innovation procurement are keen to share their experiences internally.

7. Conclusion
All competence centres have proven a high level of commitment to develop new services or to improve
their existing ones. Therefore, many initiatives started this year but due to time consuming and intensive
feedback loops, some of them will take longer to show the final outcomes.

Thanks to the Procure2Innovate project/network, ideas for services where born. Either these services
can take place just between single project partners (e.g. study visits) or as a common service
(information exchange regarding certain hot topics e.g. testing beds).
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